Hüttenbrauck Kälte- und Klimatechnik GmbH
Drivve Scanner Power Tools help climate control company
optimize their document scanning processes
The Customer
Hüttenbrauck Kälte- und Klimatechnik GmbH
designs and installs cooling equipment across
a range of applications, as well as heat-recovery
systems and remote supervision systems for
manufacturers’ facilities. They strive to deliver the
most effective and reliable cooling technology
solutions for clients of every size, from industrial,
wholesale and retail businesses to private
households.

At a Glance
•

A climate control company
wanted to automate the steps
related to scanning and cleaning
up documents.

•

Drivve Scanner Power Tools
solution improved the efficiency
and quality of the electronic
document capture process.

•

Customer staff save time and
money by doing all of their
scanning tasks directly at the
MFP device instead of constantly
moving between MFP and
desktop. This helps them spend
less time organizing their
electronic documents and more
time supporting their valued
customers.

The Challenge
Hüttenbrauck Kälte- und Klimatechnik GmbH
wanted to optimize their scanning process, reducing
the task to as few simple steps as possible.
Prior to implementing Scanner Power Tools (SPT),
project documents first had to be scanned and then
opened, named, and filed at the computer. With the
SPT module, these steps can be performed directly
at the MFP display (after access rights and filing
variables have been defined).
Previously, there was little one could do about
poor document quality, and skewed documents
needed to be adjusted and rescanned. With
SPT’s unprecedented image cleaning, unwanted
lines, spots and borders disappear and scans are
straightened automatically.
SPT’s Blank-Page Deletion feature eliminates close
monitoring of scanned pages, as blank pages are
automatically recognized and deleted.
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With Scanner Power Tools’ unprecedented
image cleaning, unwanted lines, spots and
borders disappear and scans are straightened
automatically.

The Solution
Scanner Power Tools provided Hüttenbrauck Kälte- und Klimatechnik GmbH with a streamlined scanning
process that accelerated workflows – saving time (and money) – and resulted in qualitatively better scans.
By centralizing workflows at the MFP display, complete with automatic access rights and filing options,
the company standardized the scanning process whiceh was a key goal for Hüttenbrauck Kälte- und
Klimatechnik GmbH.

Visit www.LRSOutputManagement.com to learn more.
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